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Uljana Dikteriovaite

EGAUGNAL HSILGNE EHT :NOITULOVE

EVOLUTION:
THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

Source: TLS, Susan Irvine https://www.thetls.co.uk/articles/beowulf-oxford-donslanguage-old-english/

English is a globally spoken language;
learnt in a variety of countries (Russia,
China and most European countries)
and widely spoken in other regions.
What is most fascinating about the
English language is its roots: English
today

is

a

constantly

changing

language that has been influenced by
a plethora of diverse cultures and
languages

such

as

Latin,

French,

Dutch, and Afrikaans.
Most English words are derived from
Latin. The birth of Latin took place in
around 700 BC in a small settlement
sloping up towards Palatine Hill. Latin
is now considered a dead language,
meaning it's still used in specific
contexts, but it does not have any
native

speakers.

Portuguese,
Catalan,

Italian,

Spanish,

Romansh,

French,

Romanian,
and

other

Romance languages are descendants
of Latin. English, of course, being one
of them too.
We must not also forget that Old
English

was

the

original

English

language. Old English is the language

referred to as Anglo-Saxon, a name

Frisian, Old Franconian, and Old High

of

given in contrast with the Old Saxon

German. As you have probably noticed,

England, dated from the time of their

of

Old-English

settlement in the 5th century to the

Germany; these are two of the dialects

language, scattered across West Saxon,

end of the 11th century. It is also

of West Germanic, along with Old

Mercian and Kentish parts of

the

Germanic

inhabitants

of

the

inhabitants

of

northern

was

a

very

widespread
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the country we now call England.

Let’s look at the striking - yet unspoken - similarities and differences between Old English and Modern English. Word order

in a sentence is especially important. If you place a word in the wrong place, the sentence might not even make sense. In
Old English, the word order and the sentence structure were rather free. Middle English has the same sentence structure

as Modern English (Subject-verb-object). Modern English follows the subject-verb-object sentence structure. As you may
notice, English has kept the same sentence structure throughout the decades. What about the alphabet? Did the
alphabet also change? The answer to that is yes, it did change; it changed rather dramatically. Below is the Old English
alphabet:

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee
Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp
Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv
Ww Xx Yy Zz
FURTHER
EXPLORATION

The Modern English alphabet is also
above for comparison.

BEOWULF

THE FAERIE QUEEN
Pretty simple right? Or at least simpler

Edmund Spenser

than the Old English alphabet. In the
Old English alphabet, letters such as:
G, W and s also had alternative letters.
We could also compare the letter
order and the number of letters. If you
were to quickly skim through the Old
English

alphabet

realise

much

you
of

would

an

not

Beowulf is the longest epic poem in

ordering

Old English. More than 3,000 lines

difference, but once you start to

long, Beowulf relates the exploits of

carefully read all the letters you realise

its

that there are only 24 letters whereas

letters like J, K and V were not
included in the Old English alphabet
instead replaced with duplicates of
letters A and D. Overall, the difference
is quite large, but it would be an
interesting thing to research. The
language we call English has changed
a lot throughout the decades. Who
knows

what

the

future

in

linguistic realm brings us next?

the

hero,

and

his

successive battles with a monster

Modern English has a total of 26
letters. The main difference is that

eponymous

Written in 1590, the Faerie Queen is
the first epic in English, following the
adventures of a number of medieval
knights. An allegorical work in praise
of

Elizabeth

I,

represented

by

named

revengeful

Elizabethan notions of virtue. The
poem employs frequent allusions to
recent

history

and

contemporary

politics in its celebration and critique
of the Tudor dynasty,
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/thefaerie-queene-by-edmund-spenser-1590

with

mother,

Grendel’s

and

with

a

dragon which was guarding a hoard
of treasure.
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/beowulf

LEXICITY
http://lexicity.com/

Gloriana – the Faerie Queene herself –
and the virgin Belphoebe), and of

Grendel,

Whether you are trying your hand
with

Old

English,

Old

French,

Egyptian, Latin, Sanskrit, Old Norse...
Lexicity

provides

loads

of

online

resources to help you study ancient
languages

or

dictionaries

if

you

happen to be trying to decipher say
Beowulf or La Chanson de Roland.
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LANGUAGE
IMPERIALISM:
GRENGLISH

Oscar Houghton-Boyle
English is a dominant language. This
idea

is

becoming

increasingly

apparent and has become more and
more

relevant

Currently

the

in

modern

number

of

times.
English

speakers is estimated to be at around
1.3 billion and the number of nonnative speakers of English out number
native speakers more than 2:1. Being
an

official

territories

language

in

over

worldwide,

75

English

continues to grow and gain prestige.
Unfortunately, wherever the English
language travels trails of crushed
dialects and forgotten tongues are left
behind. This is particularly apparent in
countries such as Wales where only
30% of the population actually speak
the

Welsh

Australia

language;
where

similarly

many

in

native

languages are already extinct.
Despite English’s far reaching nature,
it does not possess any characteristics
that would allow for its widespread
adoption: it is not easier to learn, it is
not more useful or practical than any
other language so it has to be posed:
“How was this possible?” It is generally

the English language across the globe

the effects of past imperialism leading to

agreed that the spread of the English

using military and economic power

Neo-imperialism, the USA has one of the

language can be explained in two

often meaning economic success was

world largest economies and the world’s

parts. The first of which being the

largely reliant on the English language

only superpower helped English become

British empire (Imperialism) imposing

while under colonial rule. Secondly

the official language of business.
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started

language

themselves. However, research, case

have a huge influence in particular. It

signage as a way … of having greater

studies, and responses to anonymous

is estimated that 80% of scientific

sales and outreach” often as a result of

interviews

journals are printed in English and

the

showing the opposite. In the case of

46% of web pages are in English,

former Education Minister has stated

communication technology such as

while some of the highest grossing

he is concerned by this growing

mobile phones or computers - many

films of all time are American and

practice; an example is shown by

were

therefore

many Greek αρτοποιεία (Bakeries)

orientated and thereby resulting in a

speaking culture across the planet. In

calling

need for a Greek e-language - Greek

this way, it can be concluded that the

and barbers ‘hairdressers.’ One of the

language

distribution of a language is certainly

biggest causes of alarm for linguists

significantly over the years, yet the

not dependent on the language itself

goes beyond English names to the

high use of Grenglish still remains.

but

emergence

This

spreading

that

it

an

“becomes

English

a

global

language because of the power of the
people who speak it”.
Recently

linguists

increasingly

have

concerned

become
with

the

using

factors

“English
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Scientific academic aspects of English

described

themselves

of

above.

The

‘bread-factories’

the

unofficial

e-

language Grenglish (Greek written

and

initially

questionnaires

English

support

means

the

has

effects

are

language

increased

of

the

emergence of English based

“becomes a global language because of the
power of the people who speak it”

English language’s prevalence and

with English letters). Many young

e-languages in other countries is

position which has allowed it to

Greek people use this

uncertain and more research is

infiltrate

the

In

when communicating and texting

required in order to conclude that

contrast to English, Greek is estimated

online as they believe “The spelling is

Grenglish is a threat to the Greek

to hold a smaller 13 million speakers

easier, and accents are not required”.

language although all of these factors

worldwide

For example – θέλω (I want) can be

including the plethora of pandemic-

language

Greek

language.

e-language

although
has

no

been

other
as

written as ‘8elw’ in Grenglish. A study

related terms such as ‘click and

continuously as Greek. The language

spoken

conducted by the University of Cyprus

collect’ or ‘click away’ have recently

has roughly remained in the same

found that a vast majority of 83.3% of

become popular in Greece and have

geographical location for 40 centuries

Greek

used

left linguists and Babiniotis hoping

and has had a huge influence on

Grenglish, surpassing the mere 9.3%

that the English changes will be

religion, culture, art, and science, all of

that used Greek and the 6.9% that

forgotten. The world's languages will

which have endured the test of time.

used English and other languages.

always have an effect on each other

Despite this there are worries that the

This further shows the extent into

and will never stop evolving, although

resilience that characterises the Greek

which the internet and technology

linguistic imperialism especially by

language is at risk of being eroded by
an

onslaught

of

English

terms

prevalent in modern day life.

has

users

helped

of

YouTube

spread

the

English

Greek

explanation as to why people resort to

is a certain mentality that has enabled

the use of Grenglish and that using

English

Grenglish

places

it

the

down a bleak path or potentially their

Georgios Babiniotis has stated “There
in

has

technical difficulties and technical

limitations that are often given as an

flourish

language

potential to lead to many languages

Minister

to

Education

English

language fully or in part. Despite the

"the Greek language is at risk of being eroded by
an onslaught of English terms prevalent in modern
day life"
Former

the

is

extinction.

considered

shouldn’t.” Babiniotis continued on to

unprofessional, many people do not -

say that shops and businesses have

or will not - admit to using it
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UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
| UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD

COMPETITIONS &
WORKSHOPS

WHAT?

NEWNHAM MODERN & MEDIEVAL LANGUAGES ESSAY
COMPETITION
https://www.newn.cam.ac.uk/admissions/undergraduates/newnhamessay-prizes/

WHEN?

Y12 Languages
Essay
Competition
12pm on
Wednesday 10
March 2021

THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE EMPIRES AND THE
ORIGINS OF RACISM
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/undergraduate/visit/taster-days/slcspanish
Exploring how modern day notions of race have been shaped by a
myriad of factors from the concept of blood purity in medieval Iberia to
the independence of the Latin American colonies in modern times.

Y12 & Y13 Spanish
Taster Session
Tuesday 16 March,
3.45pm - 5.15pm

REPRESENTATION OF MIGRATION
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/undergraduate/visit/taster-days/slcfrench
Questioning to what extent the artistic productions studied not only
transcend disciplines, but also create a historical and critical text that
reinscribes the story of the refugees within a neo-colonial and global
context in which France plays a major role.

Y12 & Y13 French
Taster Session
Thursday 18 March
2021, 3.45pm 5.15pm

FREUD ON MIND & SOCIETY
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/undergraduate/visit/taster-days/slcgerman
A closer look at Freud's ideas on the workings of the mind. It asks how his
theory of the unconscious can help us better understand today's society
as well as our own personal behaviour. Not least, it addresses the
question: why is it important to read Freud in the original German?

Y12 & Y13 German
Taster Session
Tuesday 23 March
2021, 3.45pm 5.15pm

RUSSIAN LITERATURE SPEAKS
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/undergraduate/visit/taster-days/slcrussian
Explore how authors writing in Russian in the 19th, 20th and 21st
centuries have tried to incorporate the spoken word into their works and how learning to listen to literature can make it one of the most
powerful tools in developing both linguistic and cultural fluency, as well
as being a source of deep pleasure in itself.

Y12 & Y13 Russian
Taster Session
Friday 26 March,
3.45pm - 5.15pm

LINGUISTICS ESSAY PRIZE
https://www.trin.cam.ac.uk/undergraduate/essay-prizes/linguistics/
Languages do not stop changing. Sometimes they change gradually over
centuries and sometimes change is introduced abruptly. How does
language change work? Among other factors, consider the role of
languages coming into contact with each other and the impact of
technology and of external events.

Y12
Linguistics
Competition
23:59, 2 August
2021
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Letters from a Serial Killer

MAS FO NOS :SRETTEL FO SISYLANA

CRIMINOLOGY:
SON OF SAM

TRIGGER
WARNINGS:
mentions of violence,
death, murder, crime,
mental illness, blood,
shooting

Anonymous
Despite being vicious criminals, there
are certain serial killers that are
almost household names: they have
been in the public eye and they have
gained notoriety for being a source of
fear for sometimes an entire city. This
is

because

despite

not

having

empathy, some of these people still
crave

recognition

consider

to

achievements.

for

be

what

their

Many

they

greatest

serial

killers

become narcissistic - their ability to
continuously commit one of the worst
crimes possible without being caught
by the police becomes something
they take pride in, driving them to
want to claim credit for their actions,
to show off their hard work. One of
the ways this pride can manifest itself
is in the taunting of the police
through letters, allowing them to not
only make themselves feel as though
they

are

above

the

police

(an

authority figure), but also causing
further panic to the general public
through

forcing

their

actions

to

become known, taking credit in the
process.

This

makes

them

feel

powerful; they feel as though they

letter in the news, feeding their ego

have

their

and promoting their status. One of the

circumstance, and their existence is

most famous examples of a serial

Berkowitz was active in New York, using a

now known by not only the police but

killer who sent written letters to the

revolver to kill six people and injure seven

everyone who happened to see their

police concerning their crimes was

others by July 1977 while keeping away

more

control

over

Dave Berkowitz, the ‘Son of Sam’.
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from what is thought to be the

such as hallucinations and delusions)

will. More likely it was simply a

biggest police manhunt in the history

or other forms of mental illness. It was

proclamation of power as a threat to

of New York City. Near the bodies of

later

the

two of his victims the police found a

suffered from paranoid schizophrenia,

narcissism and create more fear from

handwritten letter addressed to the

and

these

the public. He later writes “I love to

NYPD Captain Joseph Borrelli signed

commands were coming from his

hunt. Prowling the streets looking for

by ‘Son of Sam’. This was the first time

neighbors dog Sam who, to him, was

fair

this alias was used for Bewkowitz but

actually a demon sent to make him

dehumanises

it quickly caught on when it was used

kill those that he did. Later in his letter

animalistic

by the press. In his letters there are

Berkowitz writes that he is “on a

showing that to him, the public is his

many spelling errors (wemon instead

different wave length then everybody

“prey”. This increases the public panic

of woman) and unorthodox phrasing,

else

but also shows another example of his

mirroring his erratic behaviour and

(grammatical errors included). The

discovered
he

-

that

claimed

Berkowitz

that

programmed

too

kill”

police

game

that

-

would

tasty

feed

meat”

him,

which

giving

behaviours

his

him

and

also

unstable, manic behaviour. His letter

psychosis. The contents of his first
letter are extremely disturbing, he
writes about his supposed home life
with “Papa Sam”, a figure of either
metaphor or his imagination, and

"The continued spelling errors support that his
mental state is compromised"

describes that the Sam figure “loves to

continued spelling errors support

was signed “Yours in murder Mr.

drink blood” and orders him to “Go

that his mental state is compromised

Monster”, dehumanising himself again

out and kill”. The mention of being

while his being on a different “wave

and

commanded to commit these crimes

length” suggests that he perceived

mythical,

instead of being motivated by his own

himself

the

figure, threatening the captain of the

reasons places Dave Berkowitz as a

“normal person”. This makes sense as

NYPD as well as the public of New

visionary

Berkowitz was later diagnosed with

York City.

killers

serial

killer.

perceive

the

These

serial

voices

or

paranoid

to

be

isolated

schizophrenia

from

and

likening

him

to

an

almost

boogey-monster-esque

so

hallucinations commanding them to

noticing his difference in behaviour to

Berkowitz was arrested in August,

be real forces and typically experience

those around him could have pent up

1977 and he promptly confessed to all

a ‘psychotic break’ from reality which

and induced his psychotic episode as

eight shootings. He withdrew his

pushes them over the edge and leads

he was not being treated and would

insanity defence on the 8th of May

them to murder. People with certain

have no way of understanding his

1978 (making him competent to stand

personality disorders (schizophrenia,

circumstance. Berkowitz then writes

trial) and instead plead guilty to the

bipolar disorder, severe stress/anxiety,

“Attention all police: Shoot me first -

six murders. David Berkowitz was

severe depression) have been shown

shoot to kill or else. Keep out of my

charged

to have a higher risk of experiencing a

way or you will die!”. This is often

sentences and denied parole, at the

brief psychotic episode, as well as

interpreted as a cry for help as to

time the maximum penalty possible.

"In his letters there are many spelling errors
(wemon instead of woman) and unorthodox
phrasing, mirroring his erratic behaviour and
psychosis"
people

who

experienced

Berkowitz’s knowledge he was being

trauma. It has been found that often

made to commit these crimes by a

these

from

figure that his mind created, some

psychosis (when people lose some

therefore say that this indicates that

contact with reality causing them to

he never wanted to become the “Son

see or hear things that others can't

of Sam” and was acting against his

serial

have
killers

suffer

with

six

25-years-to-life

He was moved from facility to facility
and is currently held in Shawangunk
Correctional Facility. In a hearing in
2016 he stated that he felt he was “no
risk, whatsoever” with Mark Heller, his
lawyer, saying prison staff considered
him,

ironically,

to

be

a

“model

prisoner”.
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SOCIOL I NHowGSpanish
U I ShasT I C S
been influenced
by its environment
Yii-Ling Deng

Source: Córdoba, Andalucia, Southern Spain

Language variation occurs as a result of
changes in society that it functions in,
the time period, culture, immigration
and

colonisation.

The

continuing

development of society means that
language is always changing, and this
relationship

between

language

variation and social factors is one of the
primary

aims

of

studying

sociolinguistics.
More specifically, within sociolinguistics
there lies a subfield called ‘dialectology’
which

looks

at

the

relationship

between linguistics and geographic
variation; how elements of a language
vary depending on location (Chambers
& Trudgill, 1998). This is clearly evident
in Spanish, where in Spain, ‘vosotros’,
the ‘you plural’ form is used in informal
speech, and ‘ustedes’ for the formal,
whereas in Latin America, ‘ustedes’ is
used for both informal and formal

the

between

speech.

it is important to look at their shared

Similarly,

it

is

commonly

lack

of

distinction

pronouncing ‘s’ and ‘z’ like in ‘casa’

known that even within Spain, Spanish

history. The discovery of America in 1492 by

(house)

differs greatly and people can easily

Andalucia

distinguish which part of Spain people

reason for this ends up neglected.

and

‘caza’

and

Latin

(hunting)

of

Christopher Columbus initially brought the

America,

the

Castilian Spanish language of Northern

are from, based on how they speak

Spain to Latin America and established
this as the primary language. However, as

Spanish. However, while how dialects

First and foremost, to explain the

of Spanish differ is often discussed, for

the capital of Andalucia, Seville was the

parallels

example looking at the ‘seseo;’

Iberian Peninsula’s most important trading

between Andalucia and Latin America,

of

the

Spanish

dialect

hub with the colonies of the Americas; this

10

influence being particularly striking in

needs

settlers in these New World Colonies

Southern Spain. Yet, before trying to

belongs to the language family of the

like traders or merchants came from

understand what this influence was, it

Romance languages (other common

Andalucia,

their

is essential to know about the pivotal

ones being French, Italian, Portuguese,

linguistic form with them. This rose in

role of the Arabic language when they

Romanian), this means that it comes

prominence, and led to the many

first occupied Spain. Between the 8th

from the Roman empire, not the

similarities that Andalusian Spanish has

and 12th centuries, Arabic was the

common

with the Spanish of Latin America,

world’s most scientific language: the

associations with the word ‘romantic.’

most

language of intellect and those who

What is most interesting about how

wished to pursue and advance their

Latin became Spanish is looking at the

scientific

study

environmental factor of the capabilities

Accordingly, Spanish has also been

Arabic, and this was the same for

of society itself - particularly with

influenced

literature. This is highlighted by the

regards to pronunciation. The example

presence of 600,000 handwritten

of the noun ‘homo’, meaning ‘man’ in

hence

notably

bringing

the

aforementioned

phenomenon of ‘seseo.’

itself

by

the

original

indigenous languages of the places it
colonised.

Regardless

of

whoever

wields the authority over a country, the
overwhelming

population

of

the

natives always transforms or at least
contributes to the language brought by

careers

needed

to

to

be

reaffirmed:

Spanish

misconception

HSINAPS :SCITSIUGNIL-OICOS

meant that a large percentage of early

of

"Through this sequence of evolution, the passage
of time and capabilities of society’s pronunciation
is clearly shown."

their conquerors. Take the case of

Arabic manuscripts in Córdoba today.

Latin illustrates this point. The plural

Náhautl

Linguistically,

form

the

of

the

civilisation,

who

extends to thousands of names and

however due to the tendency of the

ruled Mexico between the fourteenth

places as well as most nouns, but

Spanish to only weakly pronounce the

and sixteenth centuries. Even though

interestingly it is rarely found in verbs

last letter ‘m’, it was soon lost alongside

the

prehispanic

arrival

language

Aztec

of

Spanish

Arabic’s

influence

is

‘homines’

or

‘hominem’,

conqueror

and adjectives. A clearly recognisable

the ‘i’. This left the word as ‘homne’, and

Hernan Cortés brought an end for the

example is ‘hasta’ meaning ‘until’ in

strikingly, if one tries to articulate this

Aztec Empire, the legacy of Náhautl

Spanish, derived from the Arabic ‘hata.’

clash of consonants ‘mn’, the sound of

remains in both modern-day Mexican

Grammatically, the Spanish suffix ‘-i’, to

‘b’ is formed because of the bilabial

Spanish and also Castilian Spanish. For

indicate belonging or relationship, for

occlusive. Finally, the position of one’s

example, letter combinations of ‘tl’ and

example a person from Marbella is

lips after the pronunciation of ‘b’ forced

‘ch’ in words like mapache (raccoon) or

known as a ‘Marbellí’ - also comes from

the introduction of ‘r’, resulting in the

tlapería (hardware store) all derive from

Arabic: the masculine adjective marker

present day ‘hombre’ in Spanish for

the Náhautl language, in fact the latter

which refers to where someone comes

man.

word, not only does it originate from

from. These are only some of the many

evolution, the passage of time and

the Náhautl word ‘tlapalli’ but the

cases which show the legacy of Arabic

capabilities of society’s pronunciation is

name of the Aztec rain God, Tlaloc.

in Spanish grammar and the language.

clearly shown.

"the overwhelming population of the natives
always transforms or at least contributes to the
language brought by their conquerors"

Through

Through

this

different

sequence

periods

of

of

colonisation and capabilities of society and illiteracy rates - the everlasting
influence of the environment on the
Spanish language is obvious. Whether it
is the influence of Spain conquering

In a similar way, groups that have

The last area to explore is the very root

other countries, being invaded itself or

conquered Spain have also contributed

of Spanish, of how Spanish evolved

exploring the Latin roots of Spanish;

to Modern Spanish. One of the most

from

its

Spanish, just like with other languages,

significant

Arabic

environment and how this led to the

will continue to be influenced by their

influence, especially as they occupied

recognisable Spanish of today. Once

environment.

Spain for eight centuries, with their

more, an important contextual point

of

these

is

the

Latin:

the

conditions

of
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IN CONVERSATION
WITH:

MAHA, FIRST YEAR @ UCL
ECONOMICS, WITH A YEAR ABROAD,
BUSINESS SPANISH MODULE

WHAT MADE YOU TAKE SPANISH AS ONE HOW DID YOU ADJUST/BALANCE YOUR
OF YOUR MODULES AND WHAT ASPECTS PERSONAL STATEMENT TO SUIT YOUR
OF SPANISH DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST?
COURSE OF ‘ECONOMICS WITH YEAR
I really enjoyed studying Spanish at A-Level,
ABROAD’?
so when I found out there were options to
continue Spanish at a post-secondary school
level I thought it’d be a fun module to have
alongside my economics ones. I think my
favourite part of Spanish has always been
speaking the language, so since all of our
seminars are fully in Spanish (which was
admittedly very daunting at first!), I’ve had
the opportunity to improve my fluency and
confidence.

A BIT ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH
TAKING IT
So, in order to take a language module as
one of the optional ones, we had to fill out a
short survey about which qualifications we
had and languages we could speak. Then, I
had a short interview with one of the
language lecturers so they could determine
which module I should do depending on how
well my grasp of grammar was and my
knowledge of vocabulary etc. The module
itself is quite complementary to what we
covered in A-Level, however there’s some
more explanations about certain grammar
rules, for example why and when to use
accents and a high focus on the use of
subjunctive, etc.

This was actually something I thought about
for a really long time! Four out of five of the
courses I applied for were just straight
economics, so I was really confused as to
whether I should mention studying abroad
or not. I decided to call up (and email) UCL’s
economics’ admissions team and they told
me it was fine not to mention it, so I just
submitted my personal statement the next
day and hoped for the best!

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE IMPORTANCE
OF LANGUAGES POST BREXIT/PANDEMIC?

It’s definitely a good thing to take
advantage of learning languages, if
presented with the opportunity, especially
since the world nowadays is so globalised. I
personally love languages just because it
allows you to communicate with so many
more people, which I think is amazing!

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR YOUR YEAR
ABROAD, COVID PERMITTING?
It would definitely be amazing to study in
Spain for a year, so I’m definitely
considering it. There’s quite a few
institutions on offer so I think I’ll have a look
at which modules the different universities
offer and decide based upon that.

HOW DID YOU END UP DOING THE
BUSINESS MODULE SPECIFICALLY?
ANY SPANISH TIPS/RECOMMENDATIONS?
Having partaken in an interview with a
language lecturer, she recommended I do
the ‘Business and Current Affairs’ module,
but ultimately the choice was up to me.
However, since I’m quite interested in
business, as an economics student especially,
and current affairs I decided to do this one.
Also, this module was a kind of post-A-Level
option, so it seemed like the natural step up
from A-level to pursue this.

IN WHAT WAY(S) DO YOU THINK TAKING
SPANISH AS AN OPTIONAL MODULE
COMPLEMENTS YOUR STUDY OF
ECONOMICS?
It’s really nice to have a completely different
module alongside my compulsory modules,
especially when they get a bit tough!
Spanish is also quite familiar to me so it was
quite comforting to continue studying the
language when I started the slightly nervewracking experience of university studies.

‘La casa de papel’ and ‘Las chicas del cable’
are a couple of my favourite Spanish shows.
Films wise, ‘Te quiero, imbécil’ and ‘Lo más
sencillo es complicarlo todo’ are quite
enjoyable and relaxed movies. ‘Wasp
Network’ is quite an interesting film about
the Cuban revolution and ‘Dolor y Gloria’ is
one of my favourite Almodóvar films, so I’d
definitely recommend that. Also, ’Storyville:
The Silence of Others’ is a fantastic (and
super emotional!) documentary produced by
Almodóvar, about the repercussions of the
Franco regime. Personally, I quite enjoyed
reading Spanish poetry whilst studying ALevel Spanish, so I’d recommend having a
read of a few Lorca poems!

PLANS AND GOALS FOR THE FUTURE?

I’m not too sure about future plans right
now but my focus right now is on my studies,
so I just hope to enjoy and learn a lot from
my degree and then go from there!
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THAI LANGUAGE:
ORIGIN &
DEVELOPMENT

Source: Wat Rong Suea Ten "Blue Temple",

Phoebe Yan Chun Po

Thailand

Thai is the national language of
Thailand, a country in Southeast Asia.
Thailand, also known as Siam,
never

been

a

European

has

colony

however it has Japanese and Chinese
influences,

as

(1868-1910)did

King
his

Chulalongkorn
part

to

save

Thailand from colonisation. The word
Siam ‘สยาม'is thought to have roots in
Sanskrit or Mon languages, while the
word Thai ‘ไทย' has meanings of a free
man.
Thai is part of the Tai language family,
and the spoken language is thought
to have originated in an area which is
now the border between Vietnam
and Southern China. The Tai language
was thought to have been formed
during the Tang dynasty (8th century
AD), when Tai people began to move
to parts of South East Asia to avoid
the

dynastic

rule.

The

written

language was introduced by the third
Sukothai

king

Ramkhamhaeng;

Sukothai being the first capital city of
Thailand in 1238AD, and was replaced
with Ayutthaya in 1365, then Bangkok
in 1782 (which is known in Thai as

มหาสถาน อมรพิมาน อวตารสถิต สักกะทัตติยะ

Udomratchaniwet

Krung Thep Maha Nakhon - the

วิษณุกรรมประสิทธิ’[Krung

Piman

shortened version of, 'กรุงเทพมหานคร

Mahanakhon

อมรรัตนโกสินทร์ มหินทรายุธยามหาดิลก

Mahinthara Ayuthaya Mahadilok Phop

นพรัตน์ ราชธานีบุร ี รมย์ อุ ดมราชนิเวศน์

ภพ

Amon

Thep
Rattanakosin

Noppharat Ratchathani Burirom

Awatan

Mahasathan
Sathit

Amon

Sakkathattiya

Witsanukam Prasit].
In 1283. King Ramkhamhaeng adopted
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and modified the Khmer script, which

actual fact these are the only two

Thai which is widely understood in

was based on an Indian Pallava script

characters that don’t correspond to

most regions. As well as this, English is

and hence many scriptures written in

letters of the Pali or Sanskrit alphabet.

taught in many public schools. There
are also few minor dialects spoken as

many modern Thai scholars. Ancient

In

Chinese

dialects:

characters

abandoned
language

to

the
which

were
newly

thus
written

facilitated

Thailand,

southern,

there

are

northern,
and

four

major

well as some ethnic groups which can

northeastern,

account for another sixty languages,

standard

Thai.

The

Northern dialect in Thailand is the
used

by

EGAUGNAL IAHT

the Sukothai era can still be read by

to Thai.

communications between Tai rulers

language

and Khmer natives. The Thai alphabet

Ayutthaya

consists of forty-four consonants and

Northeastern dialect is another name

Chinese

fifteen basic vowels, and Thai overall is

for the Lao-Phuthai subgroup which is

standard Thai language also has lone

a tonal language, similar to Chinese, as

also spoken in Laos. Moreover, the

words from Teochiu. For example, in

Thai has five tones (mid, low, high,

Southern dialect is also subgrouped as

standard

rising, and falling). In written Thai there

Sukothai (after the ancient Sukothai

grandfather on your mother’s side

are two consonants that are no longer

kingdom), with the standard written

is,’ยาย' and ‘ตา', and in Teochiu-Thai it’s,

widely used in Thai, 'ฅ', 'ฃ'. The reason

Thai language originating from this.

‘อาม่า' and 'อากง'.

for this was because the first typewriter

While standard Thai is based on the

for the Thai script didn’t have enough

Northern dialect, it also has some

space for all the characters, so they

influences from the Southern dialect. In

ended up dropping the two, and in

schools, children are taught standard

kingdom

the

with some having no correlations at all

ancient

while

the

With the migration of the Teochiu (a
dialect)

Thai

to

Thailand,

grandmother

the

and

Some examples of Chinese components are:
ENGLISH
THAI
OLD CHINESE
Money
เงิน (ngaen)
銀 (ngin)
Salty
เค็ม (k’em)
鹹 (kem)
Some examples of Khmer components are:
IPA
STANDARD THAI
KHMER
r
ร
រ

FURTHER EXPLORATION:
Four Reigns

SIGHTSEEING

Kukrit Pramoj
The rich and entertaining story of one

Rattawut Lapcharoensap
A collection of stories set

woman's life both inside and outside the

contemporary Thailand. These are

royal palace in Bangkok. Spanning a period

generous, tender tales of family

of four reigns, from King Chulalongkorn to

bonds,

the reign of his grandson King Ananda, it

generational conflicts, and cultural

gives insight into the social and political

shiftings beneath the glossy surface

youthful

in

romance,

issues facing Thailand from the 1890s to

of a warm, Edenic setting.

World War II.

https://www.goodreads.com/boo

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show

k/show/212246.Sightseeing

/665789.Four_Reigns
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A BACKGROUND
TO: FRANCE'S
LEGAL SYSTEM

Source: AP News, French Courtoom

Serena Natnaraja

https://apnews.com/article/f5855e0dd4f64cd6a
708c6c83b0d8189

English speaking countries typically
use “Common Law”, whereas France
has a system of “Civil Law.” Common
law systems are ones that have
evolved over the ages, and are largely
based on consensus and precedent.
Civil law systems are largely based on
a Code of Law. The Code of Law, also
commonly known as the Napoleonic
Code (Code Napoleéon), is the French
civil

code

established

under

the

French consulate in 1804, and has
frequently been amended since then,
ensuring that it clearly regards rules
relating to the rights and obligations
of citizens, as well as the laws of
property, contract and inheritance.
The Code stresses on clearly written
and accessible law, replacing the
previous feudal laws, which flourished
in Medieval Europe between the 9th
and

15th

centuries.

historian

Robert

regarded

as

According

Holtman,

“one

of

it

the

to
is
few

documents that have influenced the
whole world.” There are other codes,
including notably the Code Pénal, or
Penal code, which defines criminal
law.

- is independent of the legislative

operation of the state and public bodies.

authority (government). In contrast to

This law is applied generally through

In line with the democratic principle

English-speaking

France

public law courts, known as les Tribunaux

of the separation of powers, the

has a dual legal system; one branch,

administratifs. Complaints or litigation

French

known as Public law (droit public)

concerning public officials in the exercise

which defines the principles of

of their office are heard in Administrative

judiciary

-

although

members are state employees

its

countries,
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other system, known as private law
(droit

privé)

applies

to

private

individuals and private bodies. Le droit
privé establishes the basic law of the
land,

administered

through

the

judicial courts, either dealing with civil
litigation or criminal offences.
The French magistrat is not like the

TIPS FOR REVISING LANGUAGES

LISTENING PRACTICE
FRENCH:

GRAMMAR PRACTICE

FRENCH

Watch "Miraculous Ladybug"

Learn and revise French Grammar

Miraculous, les aventures de

in a fun way with Tex and Tammy

Ladybug et Chat Noir

through Tex's French Grammar

https://youtu.be/sOGoeIbrvQU

https://www.laits.utexas.edu/tex
/

English magistrate, as they are highlyqualified professionals who have to
graduate

from

the

postgraduate

school of Magistrature, meaning that
they are high-ranking judges (juges).
Criminal court proceedings are often
overseen by a juge d'instruction, a
judge who is appointed to the case, in
charge of preparing the case and

SEGAUGNAL GNISIVER ROF SPIT & METSYS LAGEL s'ECNARF

Courts (Tribunaux Administratifs). The

Discover and learn the winning
song that will represent France in
Eurovision 2021, “Voilà” by
Barbara Pravi
https://youtu.be/dGOD6Gy_NsU

ALL LANGUAGES
Languages Online - useful for

assessing whether it should come to

both grammar and KS3, GCSE & A-

court. In legal jargon, this system is

Level content revision

known as inquisitorial, as opposed to

https://www.languagesonline.or

the

g.uk/Hotpotatoes/index.html

adversarial

system

used

in

Common Law legal systems.

Keep up to date with French

In court, the judge or judges arbitrate

News through the free app and

between the prosecution and the

website Franceinfo:

defence, both of which are generally

Subscribe for free to

represented by their lawyers (avocats).

1jour1question, a French channel

The French judicial system does not

that gives simple and fun

Useful for advanced grammar

have recourse to juries except in

explanations to various parts of

learners: Lingolia

assize courts. If the case goes to

French culture, often in line with

appeal,

GCSE/A-Level content

the

arguments

of

the

prosecution and the defence are

https://www.youtube.com/chan

taken over by appeals specialists

nel/UCLmlUMA_bGiMWWgfDwf

known as Avoués.

NDgw
ALL LANGUAGES

VOCABULARY
Keep up to date with your
vocabulary with our classic
favourites: Memrise, Quizlet,

"LyricsTraining is the new way to

Duolingo

learn languages through music and
the lyrics of your favourite songs.
Improve and practise your listening
skills with the best music videos.
Fill in the gaps to the lyrics as you
listen and sing to your favourites."
https://lyricstraining.com/
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LE PORTRAIT DE LA
JEUNE FILLE EN FEU
ATTENTION :
CETTE
CRITIQUE
CONTIENT DES
SPOILERS !

ALLY CLAESSENS

MLIF ED EUQITIRC AL

LA CRITIQUE DE FILM

WARNING:
THIS REVIEW
CONTAINS
SPOILERS!

Le portrait de la jeune fille en feu est un film très

Portrait of a Lady on Fire is a very important film, not

important, non seulement du point du vue cinéphile

only from a cinema-lover's point of view but also

mais aussi de celui de la communauté LGBT. Il se

from an LGBT perspective. The film takes place at the

déroule à la fin du XVIIIe siècle et il raconte l’histoire

end of the 18th century and it tells the love story

d’amour entre deux jeunes filles, l’une qui est un

between two young girls, one who is a painter

peintre (Marianne) et l’autre qui est une aristocrate

(Marianne) and the other who is an aristocrat

(Héloïse), du point de vue de Marianne quelques

(Héloïse), from Marianne’s point of view several years

années plus tard.

later.

En dehors de l’argument émouvant du film, qui

Aside from the moving plot of the film, which

raconte un amour interdit et caché ainsi que le

recounts a forbidden and hidden love as well as the

développement des rapports entre un peintre et son

development of the relationship between a painter

sujet, la réalisatrice (Céline Sciamma) se sert de

and their subject, the director (Céline Sciamma)

nombreux beaux plans. Ce qui est peut-être le plan

employs many stunning shots. Perhaps the most

le plus frappant du film, c’est le gros plan d’Héloïse

striking shot in the film is the close-up of Héloïse

quand les spectateurs - et Marianne - la voient pour

when we - and Marianne - see her for the first time.

la première fois. En devant de la mer bleue, ses yeux

In front of the azure sea her eyes are particularly

sont perçants et ainsi Sciamma nous donne un vrai

piercing, and in this way Sciamma gives us a real

sens de la tentative de Marianne de mémoriser le

sense of Marianne's attempt to memorize Héloïse's

visage d’Héloïse pour dresser son portrait à son insu

face in order to paint her portrait without her

(un aspect clef de l’argument du film, c’est que

knowing (a key aspect of the film's plot is that

Héloïse ne sait pas que Marianne est un peintre).

Héloïse does not know that Marianne is a painter).

Ce que je trouve un autre aspect clef du film, c’est le

What I find to be another key aspect of the film is the

motif du mythe d'Orphée et Eurydice, et la manière

motif of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice, and the

dont il contribue au thème de la mémoire. Au milieu

way it contributes to the film’s theme of memory. In

du film, Héloïse raconte ce mythe à Marianne et à

the middle of the film, Héloïse reads this myth to

une femme de chambre, Sophie, et les trois jeunes

Marianne and a maid, Sophie, and the three young

filles se discutent un peu à propos de la raison pour

girls argue a bit about why Orpheus looks back at

laquelle Orphée regarde en arrière à Eurydice, en

Eurydice, knowing that in doing so he will lose her

savant qu’il la perdra s’il le fait. Notamment,

forever. Notably, Marianne suggests that it is possible

Marianne suggère qu'il est possible qu'Orphée

that Orpheus places more importance on the

accorde plus de l’importance au souvenir de son

memory of his wife (Eurydice), rather than on the real
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woman. Due to the first scene of the film, we know

à la première scène du film, on sait que le film se

that the story is told from Marianne’s perspective,

raconte du point de vue de Marianne, et Sciamma

and Sciamma emphasizes this fact with an image of

met l’accent sur ce fait avec l’image d’Héloïse, vêtue

Héloïse, wearing a wedding dress, which seems to

d’une robe de mariage, qui semble hanter Marianne

haunt Marianne throughout the film. The origin of

tout au long du film. On ne découvre l’origine de

this image is not discovered until the end of the film,

cette image qu'à la fin du film, quand Marianne sort

when Marianne leaves Héloïse's estate for the final

de la maison d’Héloïse pour la dernière fois. Héloïse

time. Héloïse says goodbye to her, and Marianne

lui dit au revoir, et Marianne la regarde en arrière -

looks back - like Orpheus - to see Héloïse wearing a

comme Orphée - et la voit vêtue d’une robe de

wedding dress. Thus, Sciamma underscores her

mariage. Par conséquent, Sciamma souligne son

exploration of the theme of memory by showing us

exploration du thème de la mémoire en nous

the importance of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice

montrant

in regard to the film's plot.

l’importance

du

mythe

d'Orphée

et

MLIF ED EUQITIRC AL

épouse (Eurydice), plutôt qu’à la vraie femme. Grâce

Eurydice en ce qui concerne l’argument du film.
En guise de conclusion, Le portrait de la jeune fille en

In conclusion, Portrait of a Lady on Fire is a

feu est un film très notable, en raison de son histoire

particularly poignant film, due to its moving and

émouvante et importante ainsi que ses images et

important story as well as its striking imagery and

visuels frappants. Malheureusement, le film n’a pas

visuals. Unfortunately, the film was not nominated for

été nommé pour un Oscar, bien qu’il ait remporté le

an Oscar, although it won the award for Best

prix du meilleur scénario au Festival de Cannes et le

Screenplay at the Cannes Film Festival and the César

César de la meilleure cinématographie.

for Best Cinematography.

REVIEWS
"CÉLINE SCIAMMA HAS
BROUGHT A SUPERBLY
ELEGANT, ENIGMATIC DRAMA TO
CANNES THAT COMPELS A
SHIVER OF AESTHETIC
PLEASURE AND FEAR."
- PETER BRADSHAW

*****
"WRITER-DIRECTOR CÉLINE
SCIAMMA’S ENTRANCING
HISTORICAL ROMANCE ABOUT A
YOUNG PAINTER AND HER
SUBJECT IS A PERCEPTIVE,
EROTIC EXPLORATION OF
POWER"
- MARK KERMODE

*****
AVAILABLE ON
AMAZON PRIME
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IN CONVERSATION
WITH:

INTRODUCTION

JENNIE, SECOND YEAR @ OXFORD FRENCH &
SPANISH: MEDIEVAL STUDIES

Hello! My name is Jennie, I’m currently in my second year studying French and Spanish at Merton
College, Oxford. I’m originally from Bolton in the North West, where I went to a small, state
comprehensive school, where studying languages wasn't very popular. I took A-Levels in English
Literature, French and Spanish. During my time at Oxford so far, I've really been enjoying getting
involved in access and outreach work that encourages students to consider applying to university and
studying languages who might not have thought about doing so otherwise.

WHAT ASPECTS OF YOUR LANGUAGES INTEREST
YOU THE MOST & HOW DO THE LANGUAGES
COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER?

Apart from France itself- which I’m really looking
forward to (hopefully) visiting on my Year Abroad
next year, I really enjoy 19th and 20th Century
French literature, and I’m lucky that the course at
Oxford is very literature-based - a lot of the time I
feel like I’m doing a Literature degree rather than
Modern Languages! Within this though, you have
a lot of choice in what to study. So for me I chose
to cater to my interests and I’m taking a couple of
papers in Modern French Literature, focusing
specifically on 19th century poetry and decadent
writing. With Spain, I think I love the history of the
country most of all. I love how when you visit a
city such as Segovia, where I was lucky enough to
get some work experience pre-Covid, you can still
see in the architecture the influences of the
different peoples and communities that lived there
throughout history, right back to the aqueduct
built by the Romans. I also find these influences
upon the languages of Spain really interesting,
and for this reason I chose to take papers in
Medieval
Spanish
literature
and
Catalan
Linguistics.

WHAT DOES YOUR COURSE ENTAIL?

The Modern Languages course at Oxford is made
up of two parts. First is the Prelims course, which
is essentially a very broad look at Spanish and
French literature and translation that you take
exams in at the end of the first year (these don't
count towards your final grade). It’s pretty much
50/50 in terms of translation and literature, and
you don’t get to choose what you study, since the
idea is you do a little bit of everything to get a bit
of background and so you can find out what you
might like to specialise in for the Final Honour
School. For FHS (which starts in the second year
and finishes when you take your finals in the
fourth year) you have to take a Period Paper for
each language where you study either medieval,
early modern or modern literature, a few papers
in translation and general language skills, and
then the rest is up to you! One option that I love is
the Special Subject Paper where you can choose
from a wide range of subjects such as 'Latin
American Cinema' and 'Discourses of Race' in
francophone literature. You also have speaking
and grammar classes to help keep up your
language skills. The best thing about the course at
Oxford is that I’ve honestly never heard the words
“You can’t do that”. Students in their second and
fourth years get taught by tutors who are experts
in their area of interest, so there’s basically no
area of study that is too obscure or specific to
choose. For example, I know someone whose
dissertation will be on the representation of
disability in French comic strips!

WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE OF MEDIEVAL
STUDIES IN FRENCH & SPANISH & WHY DID YOU
CHOOSE IT?
For French, I touched upon Medieval studies in the
Prelims course where we studied ‘La Chastelaine
de Vergy’. I wasn’t sure at first, as I found it very
hard to read, but I actually ended up really
enjoying it, and it encouraged me to take the
Medieval Period paper for Spanish. Part of the
reason that I chose this was admittedly because at
Oxford you are required to take at least one
paper in non-Modern literature, but also some of
my main areas of interest are historical linguistics
and medieval European history, and I thought it
would be a great way to combine these interests.

ANY FAVOURITE MEDIEVAL TEXTS AND WHY?

I really love the Spanish sentimental romance
genre (‘Cárcel de amor’ by Diego de San Pedro is
my favourite) mainly because they’re such unique
and tricky texts to get to grips with in terms of
form, narration and character, and it’s really
interesting to see the early forms of the novel and
how this genre advances over time. It was this
text in particular that inspired ‘La Celestina’,
which is the most famous and celebrated Spanish
text of the 15th Century, and is actually considered
to mark the end of Spain's medieval literature and
the beginning of the Early-Modern Period (which
makes it a great place to start if you’re interested
in Medieval Literature!).

TIPS FOR APPROACHING OLD FRENCH/SPANISH
FOR THE FIRST TIME?

I would definitely say don’t feel afraid to read
things in translation. I do! It’s true that we can’t
rely on these versions on their own, as something
is always lost from the original, but very good
translations of the more well-known texts are
quite easy to get hold of. Also, before you start
reading, it might be useful to have a look at some
of the orthography and vocabulary that you
might come across and remember these patterns.
For example ‘cazar’ might be written as ‘caçar’. In
Old French, the case system takes a bit of time to
get your head around, especially if you haven’t
previously studied Latin, like I haven’t. As well as
the different spellings, which once you’ve spotted
the patterns of are usually pretty easy to deal
with, you have to be a bit wary of the words
themselves. A lot of it might be completely
unfamiliar- I came across lots of vocabulary to do
with battle and hunting that was completely new
to me, but also there’s also cases of semantic
change in words such as ‘amiga’ which might
mean ‘mistress’ rather than ‘friend’. It's also really
important to keep in mind that a lot of these
works were likely part of the oral tradition, and
so were likely performed and shared orally,
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and then written by a scribe later. We really don't
know too much for sure about their origins or
authorship, but these theories are important to
consider when we look at early medieval texts.

WHAT ARE THE KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OLD
FRENCH/SPANISH AND THE MODERN FORMS?

There are many differences, and they vary
depending on when the text was written. I find
15th Century texts much more familiar and
therefore easier to read than 13th Century texts,
for example. Form and content vary so much in
Spain's medieval literature. There are works that
are really high in quality and are pretty much
intact such as 'Cantar del mío Cid' and others that
are incomplete or not quite as well-written.
There's didacticism and satire, orality and
literacy, prose and verse. Many works contain
elements of each, making it impossible to say with
certainty which messages they aimed to convey or
what their origins were. There are also some
genres that are completely unfamiliar to us, such
as the sentimental romances and 'La Celestina'
that may have elements of allegory, theatre and
the novel, but that we can't really classify as any
one of these things.
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE IMPORTANCE OF
LANGUAGES POST BREXIT/PANDEMIC?
I think that studying languages is incredibly
important. I think that often as English-speakers
it's so easy for us to only ever watch Englishlanguage films, read only books written in English
and only ever speak English, even when we go
abroad, and we're never really encouraged to
step outside of this 'bubble', because, seemingly,
we get by just fine. However, by studying another
language our world gets bigger. There's so many
more materials and opportunities available to us,
more ideas we haven't encountered, more points
of view that we haven't considered. By studying
another language, I’ve really come to challenge
how and why I think the way I do. We simply
cannot gain a good understanding of ourselves
and the world around us if we ignore all of that
which is unfamiliar to us. We're the ones missing
out. I think Brexit will only exaggerate this effect,
and make our perspectives upon other cultures
and countries all the more superficial and shallow,
so it's only become all the more important to learn
another language, if you are able to.

ANY FRENCH/SPANISH RECOMMENDATIONS?
Some of my favourite shorter texts that I would
recommend to students who are just getting
started with reading in another language are
‘Mondo et autres histoires’ by J.M.G. Le Clézio, ‘Le
Spleen de Paris’ and ‘Les Fleurs du Mal’ by
Baudelaire,
and
Maupassant’s
‘Contes
Fantastiques’. For Spanish, I enjoyed Como agua
para chocolate’ by Laura Esquivel and Lorca’s
‘Romancero gitano’. For films, I loved studying ‘El
laberinto del fauno’ and, if you, like me, are a fan
of musicals, ‘Les Parapluies de Cherbourg’ is my
favourite. I also recently watched ‘Portrait de la
jeune fille en feu’ on Amazon Prime and thought it
was absolutely stunning.

PLANS AND GOALS FOR THE FUTURE?

If I'm honest, I don't really know what I'd like to
do in the future. I definitely would like to carry on
working in access and outreach projects for the
university, and would be interested in a career in
writing and/or translating. I'm looking at
hopefully getting some work experience in a few
different fields in my year abroad to try and see
whether I might enjoy this kind of work in the
future, but I'm not yet sure whether I might prefer
to start working or to carry on studying after I
finish my degree. My main goal for the next
couple of years, however, is to make up for all of
the time I've missed due to the pandemic, and to
enjoy travelling and living with my friends once
it's safe to do so again.

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR YOUR YEAR
ABROAD, COVID PERMITTING?
So far, I’ve applied to work in schools in Spain as
a Language Assistant starting in the autumn,
through the British Council. Before this, I’m really
hoping that the situation with the pandemic will
improve so that I can travel the south of France in
the summer with a few of my friends. After I’ve
finished with the assistantship, I’m hoping to be
able to get an internship in Paris, preferably in
Marketing, PR, Publishing or Translation.

See pages 31 & 32
for Jennie's
Languages Personal
Statements &
Oxbridge interview
tips!
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«FRANCE CONTRE SÉNÉGAL, QUEL EST PLUS
DUR»
Yii-Ling Deng

LARÉCRAC EMÈTSYS EL

LE SYSTÈME CARCÉRAL
Source:

https://www.france24.com/en/20200427-asfrance-releases-thousands-can-covid-19-endchronic-prison-overcrowding

Dans l’ensemble, le système pénitentiaire sénégalais est plus

On the whole, the Senegalese prison system is harsher than

dur que France parce qu’il est influencé par la doctrine du

France's because it is influenced by the doctrine of the Qur'an

Coran (étant donné que l’Islam est la religion principale) qui

(given that Islam is the main religion) which states that the aim

declare que le but des punitions devrait être la dissuasion au

of punishments should be deterrence instead of reforming

lieu de réformer des criminels. Par exemple, dans certaines des

criminals. For example, in some of the stricter regions, the

régions les plus strictes, la punition du vol est de couper la

punishment for theft is to cut off the thief's hand. However,

main du voleur. Cependant, vu que le Sénégal est une

since Senegal is a former French colony which only became

ancienne colonie française qui est devenue indépendante en

independent in 1960, the judicial system and the penal code

1960, le système judiciaire et le code pénal sont très similaires.

are very similar.

"vu que le Sénégal est une ancienne colonie française qui est devenue
indépendante en 1960, le système judiciaire et le code pénal sont très
similaires."
D’abord, en ce qui concerne la peine pour le trafic de drogue,

Firstly, with regard to the penalty for drug trafficking, the

la punition au Sénégal est plus sévère. Selon la loi de 2008, la

punishment in Senegal is more severe. According to the 2008

peine typique est 10 à 20 ans en prison, une amende et on doit

law, the typical sentence is 10 to 20 years in prison, a fine and

faire les travaux forcés aussi. La raison pour cela est que les

one has to do forced labour as well. The reason for this is that

drogues sont un énorme problème, surtout de cannabis et la

drugs are a huge problem in Senegal, especially cannabis and

plupart des prisonniers sénégalais (31%) sont en prison pour ce

most Senegalese prisoners (31%) are in jail for this crime. On the

crime. Par contre, en France, les criminels sont condamnés à l'

other

emprisonnement

imprisonment of only up to 5 years plus a fine or in the most

seulement jusqu'à 5 ans ainsi qu’une

amende ou dans les cas les plus extrêmes, 10 ans et une

hand,

in

France,

criminals

are

sentenced

to

extreme cases, 10 years and a fine of 7.5 million euros.

amende de 7.5 million euros.
En outre, les conditions carcérales au Sénégal sont pires qu’en
France. Bien qu’il soit vrai que les deux pays ont la réputation
de donner des portions insuffisantes de repas, en France les
détenus reçoivent trois repas par jour habituellement mais au
Sénégal, seulement deux. De plus, au Sénégal les détenus
doivent partager une salle de bain entre des dizaines ou
centaines de personnes, tandis qu’en France, il est plus facile
d’y accéder. Les conditions sont très insalubres au Sénégal dû à
l’immense surpopulation, plus grande qu’en France. Le
manque de magistrats et d’avocats signifie que les détenus y

In addition, prison conditions in Senegal are worse than in
France. While it is true that both countries have a reputation for
giving insufficient portions of meals, in France prisoners usually
receive three meals a day but in Senegal only two. In addition,
in Senegal prisoners have to share a bathroom with tens or
hundreds of people, while in France this is easier to access.
Conditions are also very unsanitary in Senegal due to the
immense overcrowding, even greater than in France. The lack
of magistrates and lawyers means that prisoners stay there for a
longer period, without compensation even if they are later
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found not guilty, while in France judicial review is used to

s'ils sont prouvés non coupables plus tard, tandis qu’en France,

reduce this issue. Considering that a women's ward in a prison

le contrôle judiciaire est utilisé pour réduire ce problème. Vu

in Kaolack has even collapsed and the daily meal in the

qu’un quartier de femmes dans une prison de Kaolack même

remand centers in Thiès and Tambacounda consists of millets

s’est effondré et le repas quotidien dans les maisons d'arrêt en

and non-potable water, it is obvious that the prison system is

Thiès et Tambacounda se compose des millets et de l’eau non

more strict in Senegal, especially as a less economically

potable, il est évident que le système pénitentiaire est plus dur

developed country that therefore does not have enough funds

au Sénégal, surtout comme un pays moins développé

to invest in its prisons..

économiquement et n’a pas assez de fonds pour investir dans
ses prisons.

LARÉCRAC EMÈTSYS EL

restent pour une durée plus longue, sans indemnisation même

"ce qui est horrible au Sénégal c’est que ce pays est connu pour ses
infractions aux droits de l’homme, avec de nombreux cas de supplices."
Toutefois, dans une certaine mesure, les conditions de prison

However, to a certain extent, prison conditions in Senegal are

au Sénégal sont meilleures puisque les détenus sont autorisées

better since inmates are allowed to receive food packages from

à recevoir des colis alimentaires de leurs proches mais en

their relatives, but in France this is only possible at Christmas. In

France, cela n’est possible qu'à Noel. De plus, grâce aux « chefs

addition, thanks to the Senegalese “heads of the rooms” who

de chambres »

sénégalais qui assurent la communication

ensure communication between the authorities and their co-

entre les autorités et ses co-détenus, les prisonniers peuvent

detainees, prisoners can manage certain aspects of their own

gérer certains aspects de la vie quotidienne, et communiquer

daily life, and communicate their requests to the prison

leurs requêtes à l’administration pénitentiaire, tels que leurs

administration, such as their orders for the prison canteen. On

commandes pour la cantine de la prison. Par contre, en France,

the other hand, in France, the prisoners have had the right to

les détenus même disposent du droit de vote depuis 1994 sauf

vote since 1994, except for people sentenced to deprivation of

des personnes condamnées à la privation de leurs droits

their civil rights. It is thus evident that in both the Senegalese

civiques. Donc, les systèmes pénitentiaires sénégalais et

and French penitentiary systems, prisoners are allowed to keep

français laissent les prisonniers garder un peu de leur dignité.

some of their dignity.

Néanmoins, ce qui est horrible au Sénégal c’est que ce pays est

However, what is horrible about Senegal is that this country is

connu pour ses infractions aux droits de l’homme, avec de

notorious for its human rights violations, with numerous cases

nombreux cas de supplices. En 2013, il y a eu même une

of torture. In 2013, there was even an attempt to restore the

tentative de restaurer la peine de mort (abolie en 2005, très

death penalty (abolished in 2005, very late compared to France,

tard par rapport à la France, 1981). En plus, à cause des préjugés

1981). In addition, because of the ingrained Senegalese

enracinés sénégalais contre les personnes LGBT, les relations

prejudices against the LGBT community, homosexual sex is still

sexuelles homosexuelles sont criminalisées, punissables par

criminalised, punishable by a prison term of between one to

une peine d'emprisonnement d’entre un à cinq ans et une

five years and a fine of around 1,500 euros while in France, it is

amende d’environ 1500 euros tandis qu’en France, elles ne sont

not illegal.

pas illégales.
En fin de compte, les inconvénients du système pénitentiaire

Ultimately, the disadvantages of the Senegalese prison system

sénégalais sont plus nombreux que les avantages. Les

outnumber the advantages. The terrible prison conditions and

conditions carcérales terribles et les attitudes renfermées des

the outdated, conservative attitudes of the authorities in

autorités

Senegal make the prison system much harsher than in France.

au

Sénégal

rendent

le

système

pénitentiaire

beaucoup plus dur qu’en France.
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«QU’EST-CE QUE LES FRANÇAIS PENSENT DU
VACCIN DE COVID-19?»
Harry Clarke

91-DIVOC ED NICCAV EL TE SIAÇNARF SEL

LES FRANÇAIS ET LE
VACCIN DE COVID-19

UN PAYS CONTRE LES VACCINS?

A COUNTRY AGAINST VACCINES?

Bien que ce soit vrai qu’aujourd’hui, en France plus que 2,2

Although it is true that today in France more than 2.2 million

millions de Français ont été vaccinés contre COVID-19, un virus

french people have been vaccinated against COVID-19, a virus

qui a beaucoup changé la vie quotidienne du peuple Français

which changed the daily life of the French and everyone a lot,

et de tout le monde, souvent l’Hexagone est décrit comme une

often France is described as a nation that’s against vaccines,

nation contre les vaccins, y compris le vaccin contre COVID-19.

including the COVID-19 vaccine. But, when we see the real

Mais, quand on voit les statistiques réelles, est-ce qu’il est vrai

statistics is it true that the French are really against vaccines, or

que les Français sont vraiment contre les vaccins, ou pourrait-

could we say that they are simply more hesitant than others? In

on dire qu’ils sont simplement plus hésitants que les autres? En

December, a study carried out by the research company IPSOS

décembre, une enquête effectuée par la commerce de

for the economic worldwide forum revealed that in fact, only

recherche IPSOS pour le Forum Économique Mondial a révélé

40 percent of French people would have been happy to receive

qu’en fait, seulement 40% des Français auraient été contents

the vaccine against COVID-19.

de recevoir le vaccin contre COVID-19.

"pendant un moment, les jeunes ne se sont pas sentis concernés par la
maladie. En tout cas, ils ne redoutaient pas les formes graves de COVID-19"
explique Etienne Mercier
Bien sûr, c’était inquiétant pour les autorités françaises, avec le

Of course, it was worrying for the French authorities, with the

nombre élevé de cas en ce moment dans l’Hexagone, et aussi

raised number of cases at that time in France, and also because

en raison des résultats du même sondage pour les autres pays,

of the results of the same survey in other countries, including

y compris Angleterre où 77% des sondés ont dit qu’ils seraient

England where 77 percent of those asked said that they would

contents recevoir le vaccin. Tandis qu’au début, il a semblé que

have would happy to receive the vaccine whilst at first it

la plupart des Français soient complètement opposés au

seemed that the majority of the French were completely

vaccin contre COVID-19, un autre sondage effectué par IPSOS

opposed to the vaccine against COVID-19, another survey

plus tard a montré que 72% de ceux qui n’ont pas souhaité se

carried out by IPSOS later showed that 72 percent of those who

faire vacciner justifient leur choix avec la crainte des effets

didn’t wish to be vaccinated justified their choice with the fear

secondaires. Mais est-ce qu’il est vrai que tout le monde était

of side effects. But is it true that everyone was hesitant?

hésitant?

QUI ÉTAIT HÉSITANT ET POURQUOI?

WHO WAS HESITANT AND WHY?

Quand on analyse ces chiffres d'une enquête différente

When we analyse the figures of a different study (Public health

(Publique Santé France,) il est clair qu'en fait, tous les Français

France), it is clear that in fact, not all the French are opposed to

n’était pas opposé au vaccin, mais au lieu il semble que les

the vaccine, but instead it seems that the youngest people
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were the most hesitant, possibly because ‘For a moment, young
people are not concerned by illness. In any case, they did not

pas sentis concernés par la maladie. En tout cas, ils ne

fear the severe forms of COVID’ explains Etienne Mecier,

redoutaient pas les formes graves de COVID-19 » explique

director of the opinion pole and health at IPOS. Furthermore,

Etienne Mercier, directeur du pôle Opinion et Santé chez

there was a lot of tension on social media, with lots of young

IPSOS. En outre, en ce moment, il y avait beaucoup de tension

people who said that they were not guinea pigs and who

sur les réseaux sociaux, avec les personnes plus jeunes qui ont

wanted to have a more fair choice regarding their health.

dit qu’ils n’étaient pas des cochons d'Inde et ont voulu avoir

Moreover, another big reason for hesitation towards the vaccine

plus un vrai choix en regardant leur santé. De plus, une autre

is controversial cases about medicine and health in France,

grande raison pour la hésitation envers le vaccin est les cas

including instances concerning past vaccines, for example the

controversés sur la médecine et la santé dans l’Hexagone, y

case of the vaccine in 1998 , when a man who received the

compris les instances en ce qui concerne les vaccins passés,

vaccine for Hepatitis B later developed Multiple sclerosis. This

par exemple le cas du vaccin en 1998, quand un homme qui a

incident is just one scandal among others which set in motion

reçu un vaccin pour « L'hépatite B » a plus tard développé la

campaigns against vaccines and their side effects. When we

sclérose en plaques. Cet incident ne fait qu'un scandale parmi

consider it, there seems to be a fear rather than a true

les autres qui ont déclenché les campagnes contre les vaccins

opposition to the vaccine in France. In fact, according to the

et leurs effets secondaires. Quand on le considère, il semble

statistics, only 14 percent of the French identify as an ‘anti-

qu’il s’agisse d’une peur, plutôt que d’une vraie opposition au

vaxxer’ (someone who is firmly opposed to the vaccine)

personnes

plus

jeunes

étaient

les

plus

91-DIVOC ED NICCAV EL TE SIAÇNARF SEL

hésitants,

possiblement car « pendant un moment, les jeunes ne se sont

les

vaccin en France. En fait, selon les statistiques, seulement 14%
des Français s’identifient comme « anti-vexer » (une personne
qui est fermement opposée au vaccin).

"la suggestion que les Français étaient extrêmement contre le vaccin pour
COVID-19 est un produit du sensationnalisme des médias"

EST-CE QUE LES FRANÇAIS NE SONT QUE PLUS HONNÊTES?

ARE THE FRENCH SIMPLY MORE HONEST?

Une question importante qui se pose est si est ce-qu’il est vrai

An important question to ask oneself is whether it’s true that

que les Français sont simplement plus francs sur le vaccin et la

the French are simply more honest about the vaccine and

santé quand on parle de l'expression des craintes du vaccin.

health when we speak about the expression of fear about the

Notamment, quand on pense du vaccin et des enquêtes qui

vaccine. Notably, when we think about the vaccine and the

ont inspiré cette discussion, il est important de savoir qu’en

studies which inspired this discussion, it’s important to know

décembre 2020, l’idée du vaccin était relativement nouvelle, et

that in December 2020, the idea of a vaccine was relatively new

par conséquent les sondés (1000 personnes âgées entre 18 et

and consequently the participants (1000 people aged between

74 ans) étaient peut-être plus effrayés qu'opposées. De plus, il

18 and 74 years old) were maybe more afraid than opposed.

n’est pas faux que les avis sur le vaccin puissent avoir changé et

Moreover, it is not false that the opinions on the vaccine could

il est difficile de savoir comment les mêmes personnes se

have changed, and it’s difficult to know how the same people

sentent maintenant. D'après Etienne Mercier : « partie des

feel now. According to Etienne Mercier, ‘some young people

jeunes changent d’avis » qui montrent que la démographique

change their opinions’ which shows that the demographic

qui était la plus hésitante envers le vaccin en décembre ne

which was the most hesitant in December do not necessarily

tient plus forcément les même avis maintenant et les jeunes

hold the same opinions now and that young people are

sont capables de changer d’avis..

capable of changing their opinions.

QU’EST-CE QU'ON PEUT CONCLURE?

WHAT CAN WE CONCLUDE?

Avant tout, il semble que la suggestion que les Français étaient

Above all, It seems that the suggestion that the French were

extrêmement contre le vaccin pour COVID-19 est un produit du

extremely against the vaccine is a product of sensationalism of

sensationnalisme des médias dans le monde et en France

the media in the world and in France also. Although figures

aussi. Quoique les chiffres aient suggéré récemment que les

have suggested recently that the French possess hesitation

Français possèdent une hésitation envers le vaccin, on doit

towards the vaccine, you must understand that opinions can

comprendre que les avis peuvent changer et aussi que les

change and also that fears of side effects are not equal to

craintes des effets secondaires ne sont pas égales aux avis

opinions against the vaccine.

contre le vaccin. En outre, on ne peut pas nier qu’aujourd’hui

that, today in France,despite the hesitation, 3 million people

en France, en dépit de la hésitation, trois millions de gens ont

have received two doses of the vaccine against COVID-19.

reçu deux doses du vaccin contre COVID-19.

Furthermore you cannot deny
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«Pourquoi devrait-on célébrer le 150e
anniversaire de la Commune de Paris ?»
Ally Claessens

SIRAP ED ENUMMOC AL

LA COMMUNE DE PARIS

Source: https://cours-de-droit.net/empirecommune-paris/

Cette année, c’est le 150e anniversaire de la Commune de Paris,

This year marks the 150th anniversary of the Paris Commune, a

un événement très important dans le contexte de l’histoire

very important event in the context of the political history of

politique de la France ainsi que celle du communisme.

France as well as that of communism. Yet from a British

Pourtant, du point de vue britannique, les détails et l'héritage

perspective the details and legacy of this event are not

de cet événement ne sont pas très connus- donc, pourquoi est-

particularly well-known - so why is this anniversary important?

il important, cet anniversaire?

"du point de vue britannique, les détails et l'héritage de cet événement ne
sont pas très connus- donc, pourquoi est-il important, cet anniversaire?"
Qu’est-ce qu'était la Commune de Paris ?

What was the Paris Commune?

Tout d’abord, il faut réfléchir aux détails de cet événement -

First of all, we have to consider the details of this event - when

quand s’est-il déroulé, et pourquoi ? De quoi consistait-il ? On

did it take place, and why? What was it? We must summarize

doit résumer l’histoire de la Commune avant de considérer son

the history of the Commune before considering its heritage

héritage et son importance aujourd’hui.

and importance today.

Comme la plupart des événements historiques, la Commune a

As with most historical events, the Commune was provoked by

été provoquée par de nombreux incidents, y compris le siège

numerous incidents, including the Prussians’ Siege of Paris two

de Paris effectué deux mois avant par les Prussiens et la

months prior and the growing tension among the Parisian

tension croissante parmi les travailleurs parisiens suite à la

workers following the victory of Adolphe Thiers in the national

victoire d’Adolphe Thiers aux élections nationales en février. Ce

elections in February. What is notable is that he and his political

qui est notable, c’est que son parti politique et lui étaient

party were evidently far more conservative than the general

évidemment bien plus conservateurs que la plupart des

Parisian population, given the victory of far-left candidates in

Parisiens, étant donné la victoire des candidats d'extrême

Paris in these elections. Beyond these events, it seems that the

gauche à Paris à ces élections. En dehors de tout cela, il semble

400 cannons in Paris at the time were the straw that broke the

que les 400 canons à Paris aient été la goutte d’eau qui fait

camel's back; the National Guard (a group that ended up

déborder le vase ; la Garde Nationale (un groupe qui s’est fini

playing an important role in the Commune) wanted the guns

par jouer un rôle important dans la Commune) voulait que les

to stay there to protect the city from an attack by the national

canons y restent pour protéger la ville contre une attaque du

government, while Adolphe Thiers wanted to withdraw them

gouvernement national, tandis que Adolphe Thiers voulait les

from Paris. On March 18, he sent soldiers of the National Army

retirer de Paris. Le 18 mars, il y a envoyé des soldats de l'Armée

there to take out the cannons, but this mission failed and thus

nationale pour en sortir les canons, mais cette mission a

the Commune was founded.

échoué et ainsi la Commune a été fondée.
Le Comité central de la Garde nationale a rejeté le pouvoir du

The Central Committee of the National Guard rejected the
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power of the then mayor of Paris, Georges Clemenceau, and

d'élire 92 représentants ; ces élections se sont déroulées le 26

decided to elect 92 representatives; these elections took place

mars et 33 des élus étaient ouvriers, ce qui n’aurait pas été

on March 26 and 33 of those elected were workers, which

possible hors de la Commune à l'époque. Le nouveau Comité

would not have been possible outside of the Commune at the

s’est réuni presque chaque jour pour parler de l’introduction de

time. The newly-elected committee met almost every day to

lois, et au cours de deux mois il a introduit la laïcité, l’abolition

discuss new laws, and over the course of two months it

de travail des enfants et l’abolition de loyer, et a donné plus de

introduced secularism, the abolition of child labour and the

pouvoir aux employés. Du point de vue du XXIe siècle, ce sont

abolition of rent, in addition to giving more power to

des lois et politiques très importantes en ce qui concerne les

employees. From a 21st century perspective, these are very

droits humains, et le Comité voulait évidemment établir

important human rights laws and policies, and the Committee

l'égalité entre tous les citoyens, quelle que soit leur classe

obviously wanted to establish equality among all citizens,

sociale.

regardless of their social class.

Pourtant, Adolphe Thiers et son gouvernement ont mis fin à la

However, Adolphe Thiers and his government put an end to

Commune pendant le « Semaine Sanglante », entre le 21 mai et

the Commune during the so-called “Bloody Week” (21-28 May

le 28 mai. Il y a eu plusieurs tueries de « communards » au

1871). There were several killings of "Communards" over the

cours de cette semaine-là ; environ 900 soldats de l'Armée

course of that week; around 900 National Army soldiers died,

nationale sont morts, tandis que plus de 10.000 communards

while more than 10,000 Communards died.
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maire de Paris à l'époque, Georges Clemenceau, et a décidé

sont morts.

"La Commune possède plus d’importance pour ceux qui s'intéressent à
l'histoire ou à la politique française surtout, et ainsi l’enthousiasme pour le
150e anniversaire de la Commune dépend des intérêts de l’individu."

Il y a eu d'autres communes en France à l'époque, inspirées par

There were other communes in France at the time, inspired by

la Commune de Paris, telles que celle de Lyon et celle de

the Paris Commune, such as those in Lyon and Marseille, but

Marseille, mais aucune d’entre elles n’existait pendant plus de

none of them lasted for more than two weeks.

deux semaines.
Quels sont les effets à long terme de la Commune?

What were the long term effects of the Commune?

Ayant considéré les détails de cet événement historique, on

Having considered the details of this historic event, we can

peut examiner ses effets à long terme. Ce qui est frappant en

examine its long-term impact. What is striking about the laws

ce qui concerne les lois introduites par le Comité, c'est que ce

introduced by the Committee is that many of them are laws

sont les lois qui ont été réintroduites des années plus tards - en

that were reintroduced years later - in fact, since the official

fait, depuis l’introduction officielle de la laïcité au niveau

introduction of secularism at the national level in 1905 it has

national en 1905, elle est devenue une des caractéristiques

become one of the main characteristics of French society,

principales de la société française, surtout du point de vue

especially from a British point of view. Additionally, child labour

étrangère. De plus, le travail des enfants a eté aboli au fur et à

was gradually abolished throughout the 20th century.

mesure au cours du XXe siècle.
En outre, il faut noter l’impact de la Commune de Paris sur

The impact of the Paris Commune on the ideology of Karl Marx

l'idéologie de Karl Marx et sur le communisme en général. En

and on communism in general should also be acknowledged.

fait, le terme « communisme » provient du terme « commune »

Indeed, the term "communism" comes from the term

et la Commune de Paris est ainsi liée à cette idéologie

"commune" and the Paris Commune is thus linked to this

politique. Par ailleurs, la Commune se servait d’un drapeau

political ideology. Further, the Commune used a red flag, which

rouge, qui était lié au socialisme à l'époque ; il est peut-être en

was linked to socialism at the time. It is perhaps due to the use

raison de l’usage de cet drapeau dans la Commune de Paris

of this flag in the Paris Commune that 20th century communist

que les pays communistes du XXe siècle tels que l’Union

countries such as the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of

soviétique et la République populaire de Chine utilisaient un

China used a red flag as their national flag to symbolise

drapeau rouge en tant que drapeau national qui symbolisait le

communism. Regarding Karl Marx, he wrote the pamphlet “The

communisme. En ce qui concerne Karl Marx, il a écrit la

Civil War in France” in 1871 in which he expressed his support

brochure « La guerre civile en France » en 1871 où il a exprimé

for the Communards. He criticized, however, the failure to
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nationalise the banks as a reason why the Commune failed. In

nationalisation des banques comme une raison pour laquelle la

addition, he reflected on his work to perfect his ideas, since

Commune a échoué. De plus, il a réfléchi à son œuvre pour parfaire

the proletariat (a key aspect of Marx’s work) played a great role

ses idées, puisque le prolétariat (un aspect

in the Commune.

(important de l'œuvre de Karl Marx) a joué un grand rôle dans
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son soutien aux communards. Il a critiqué, pourtant, le manque de

la Commune.

If we consider the impact of the Paris Commune in France,

Si on considère l’impact de la Commune de Paris en France, les

particularly notable. They began following the celebration of

manifestations et grèves parmi les travailleurs en 1936 sont très
notables. Elles ont commencé à la suite de la célébration du 75e
anniversaire de la Commune de Paris, et ces grèves se composaient
d’environ 1% du peuple français à l'époque. Pour mettre fin à ces
manifestations, un accord entre les syndicats et le gouvernement a
été signé pour satisfaire les demandes de la main-d'œuvre. Ainsi, il
est clair que la Commune de Paris a eu un grand impact sur le
communisme et l’histoire française.
Les Français vont-ils célébrer le 150e anniversaire de la
Commune?

the demonstrations and strikes among workers in 1936 are

the 75th anniversary of the Paris Commune, and these strikes

consisted of around 1% of the French people at the time. To
end these protests, an agreement between the unions and
the government was signed to fulfill the demands of the

workforce. Thus, it is clear that the Paris Commune had a
great impact on Communism and French history.
How are the French people going to celebrate the 150th
anniversary of the Commune?

Despite the pandemic, some groups (particularly those
consisting of French Communists) intend to organize events
to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Commune. Still, it

Malgré la pandémie, certains groupes (les communistes français

should be noted that, although many French people want to

surtout) ont l’intention d’organiser les événements pour célébrer le

celebrate it, this anniversary is not something that is

150e de la Commune. Pourtant, il faut noter que, bien que beaucoup

particularly important to everyone in France. The Commune

de Français veuillent le célébrer, cet anniversaire n’est pas quelque

carries more significance for those interested in French history

chose d’important pour tout le monde en France. La Commune

or politics especially, and thus the enthusiasm for the 150th

possède plus d’importance pour ceux qui s'intéressent à l'histoire ou

anniversary of the Commune depends on the interests of the

à la politique française surtout, et ainsi l’enthousiasme pour le 150e

individual.

anniversaire de la Commune dépend des intérêts de l’individu.
One event organized by a group of French Marxists consists of

Par exemple, un événement organisé par un groupe de marxistes
français est un discours qui va passer en ligne le 18 mars pour
discuter des événements de la Commune de Paris. Ailleurs dans le
monde francophone, une exposition se déroulera en Belgique du 18
mars au 28 mai pour célébrer cet anniversaire - évidemment, la

a speech that will go online on March 18 to discuss the events
of the Paris Commune, for example. Elsewhere in the Frenchspeaking world, an exhibition is taking place in Belgium from
March 18 to May 28 to celebrate this anniversary - evidently,
the spirit of the Commune is still alive.

Commune vit encore.
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WITH:

INTRODUCTION

I'm a fourth-year languages student at Trinity College, Cambridge, but I'm originally from the north of
England. I study French and German but have gradually focused more and more on European cinema as
my degree has progressed.

WHAT ASPECTS OF YOUR LANGUAGES INTEREST
YOU THE MOST & HOW DO THE LANGUAGES
COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER?

I love how different the two languages are. I have
studied French for over 10 years now but only
took up German at university, so learning a
completely different language from scratch was a
challenging but refreshing change! German
introduced me to cases and 'neutral' nouns,which
I'd never encountered learning French, and which
really forced me to learn German grammar piece
by piece and actually understand how it works.

WHAT DOES YOUR COURSE ENTAIL?

This year, my course involves a mixture of
lectures, seminars/classes (very similar) and
supervisions. Languages students have far fewer
contact hours than a lot of others, but the amount
of extra reading we have to do really makes up
for it. The supervisions are where we get our most
direct and focused teaching as they're typically
just between 2-3 students and one supervisor (an
academic or a PhD student (usually) and are
essentially an hour of (almost) one-on-one
teaching where we discuss complex parts of the
topic we're studying or receive in-depth feedback
on our work.

WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE OF STUDYING FILMS
IN FRENCH & GERMAN & WHY DID YOU CHOOSE
IT?

Most languages papers from the modern period
will require you to study a film, and in first year
this was 'Cléo de 5 a 7'. Studying film took the
pressure off my language skills as it didn't require
me to understand perfectly every single word that
was said, and also gave me valuable insight into
French history and culture in just a short 90minute sitting. Since then I have always chosen
papers that involved film, and have written two
dissertations about German film in particular,
which has been such a great way to stay
connected to the language despite having not had
the chance to visit the country myself. Studying
films and being able to write about them is a skill
that develops the more you study, and has
changed the way that I watch films even in my
free time as I'm so much more aware of what
influences and processes contribute to their
existence - it's really cool!

TIPS FOR APPROACHING FOREIGN FILM STUDIES
& DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A-LEVEL?

I'd say do your research! Know roughly what was
happening at the time/place where the film was
made. Find out if the film is associated with any
particular cinematic movements or genres and
learn about the director's style. Having contextual
knowledge is so useful to understanding why

certain techniques and themes are used in the film,
especially in a foreign language film that might
deviate from the Hollywood norm (which
European films often did/do!). As for the
difference between A-level and degree level film
studies, you get much more opportunity to discuss
your own observations from the films you study
(and you are of course asked to write a lot more)
but apart from introducing more complex film
theory, the process of analysing and discussing
film is largely the same!

WHAT WOULD YOU CONSIDER COMMON
‘MYTHS’ OF STUDYING LANGUAGES AND WHAT
WOULD BE YOUR RESPONSE TO THEM?

II think the most common myth around studying
languages is that you have to be fluent or
extremely good at speaking, writing, reading,
and listening in your language of choice. Of
course, you are expected to have a level of ability
that is suitable for your degree course, but the
majority of the people that start a languages
degree are far from fluent. Some people might
have had more opportunity to travel and practice,
or maybe some have a talent for grammar, but
ultimately you can get by just fine with whatever
skills you have having finished A-level! As a fourth
year French student, I still don't feel like I'm near
fluency, but neither my grades nor my enjoyment
of the course have suffered because of gaps in my
knowledge. The important thing is to have
confidence in your ability and to use the resources
available to improve weaker areas - it really
comes with time!

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE IMPORTANCE OF
LANGUAGES POST BREXIT/PANDEMIC?

Studying languages involves learning a lot about
the history and culture another country, and
studying two (or more) languages often means
learning how different places are connected. I
think that a common misconception of language
studies is that the goal is to become fluent and go
on to be a translator or an interpreter (and this
can happen ifyou want it to!), but I have gained so
much knowledge about global history by learning
languages that I never would have otherwise had.
I took a Polish course during my second year
where we were taught the language alongside
the history of Poland across an entire millennium
and I was shocked at how much I didn't know!
Knowing what's going on in the world and how
histories influence current relationships between
different countries today is really important,
especially post-Brexit and post-pandemic.
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PLANS AND GOALS FOR THE FUTURE?
The pandemic has made plans quite difficult to
make. After the stress of the past few years, my
main goal is to rest and have some time to process
my degree and figure out exactly what I want to
do with it. It's very common (especially this year)
for people to get to graduation and still have no
idea what they want to do, so I'm just seeing what
happens and focusing on my work - and staying
safe!

IF YOU COULD ONLY TAKE ONE
FRENCH/GERMAN TEXT EACH WITH YOU ON A
DESERT ISLAND, WHAT WOULD THEY BE?

Such a good question! I would take two films:
Céline Sciamma's'Portrait of a Lady on Fire' and
Fatih Akin's 'Auf der anderen Seite'. Both are
absolutely fantastic and I could watch them a
thousand times (though I'm not sure how I'd
manage to do that on a desert island).

See pages 31 & 32
for Hope's
Languages Personal
Statements &
Oxbridge interview
tips!
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Eden Kilgour

APSE NE LAICIDUJ AMETSIS LE

EL SISTEMA JUDICIAL
EN ESPAÑA

Como estudiante de lenguas, las diferencias entre el sistema
judicial inglés y el sistema judicial español me interesan mucho.
La mayoría de los sistemas legales en el mundo caben en dos
categorías: el derecho civil (al que la ley española pertenece) y el
derecho común (al que la ley inglesa pertenece)

As a modern languages student, the differences between
English judicial systems and Spanish judicial systems interest
me greatly. Most of the world's legal systems fit into one of two
categories: Civil Law (in which Spanish law belongs) and
Common Law (in which English law belongs).

El sistema legal español (civil o continental) se origina de la ley
romana. El derecho civil, mientras se apoya principalmente en
leyes y reglamentos, y menos en el jurado, es todavía un derecho
complicado ya que las leyes de las comunidades autónomas
deben coexistir con la ley federal. Aunque España se divide en
diecisiete

The Spanish (civil/continental) legal system itself originates in
Roman law. Civil law, whilst it is supported mainly by laws and
regulations, and less by the jury, it is still a complicated law since
the laws of the autonomous communities must coexist with the
federal law. Although Spain is divided into 17 autonomous
regions,

,es todavía un derecho complicado ya que las leyes de las comunidades
autónomas deben coexistir con la ley federal'

comunidades autónomas, todas los tribunales pertenecen al
estado y se dividen en los tribunales nacionales, tales como la
Audiencia Nacional - que tiene jurisdicción en todo el país - los
tribunales superiores de justicia y las audiencias provinciales. El
tribunal depende de la gravedad del delito.

all courts belong to the state, and are divided into National
Courts (like the Audiencia Nacional) - which has jurisdiction over
the whole country - the higher courts of justice and the
provincial hearings. The court depends on the severity of the
crime.

El derecho civil se basa a menudo en el libro y se aplica los
hechos al problema en cuestión: se compone de códigos legales
(el código civil, el código penal, el código comercial). Las
principales profesiones jurídicas en España son los fiscales, los
jueces y magistrados, los abogados, notarios, letrados de la
administración de justicia, y los procuradores, todos con sus
propias tareas.

Civil law is often based on a book and applies the facts to the
problem at hand: it consists of legal codes (civil code, penal
code, commercial code). The main legal professions in Spain are
the prosecutors, judges and senior judges, lawyers, notaries,
court registrars, land and business registrars and legal
representatives, all with their own specific tasks.

El sistema se rige por el Consejo General del Poder Judicial, que
es responsable de supervisar todo el trabajo de los tribunales
españoles, y asignar jueces y magistrados. Se compone de doce
jueces y ocho juristas.

The system is overseen by the Consejo General del Poder
Judicial, which is responsible for supervising the work of all the
Spanish courts and assigning judges and magistrates. It is made
up of 12 judges and 8 jurists.
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PERSONAL STATEMENTS
JENNIE:

I think my best piece of advice would be to really focus on what honestly interests you.
There’s no point in reading Proust if you don’t enjoy it just because you think it might impress
the tutors who will read your personal statement. If there’s something that you found
interesting that you’ve studied before in the A-Level course or that you’ve read in your own
time, really focus on this and do your own research in this area. If you found learning about
dictatorships in Spanish-speaking countries interesting, for example, you might enjoy
reading novels that discuss Latin American politics, such as those by Mario Vargas Llosa.
Have a look and see if there are any talks or courses online related to this. You should really
just try and branch out from this area of interest in as many ways as possible and learn as
much as you can, as long as you enjoy it.
Tutors really love to see independent study and passion for your subject, so make sure you
show them this by describing the path your interests have taken you on and what they have
led you to want to learn more about. This way of researching really provides a good
structure to your personal statement, especially if all of your reading has some kind of
common thread, and one area of research has very clearly led onto another. To save a bit of
your word count and also demonstrate a higher-level skill, you might find it useful to
compare and contrast similar texts and describe what particularly interested you about
them both. If you're looking at applying to universities such as Oxford or Cambridge, they
would usually expect around 80-90% of your personal statement to be centred on
academics, as a guideline, but also you shouldn't be afraid to go into a little bit of detail
about your interests and activities outside of academia: despite common belief, tutors really
do look for well-rounded and enthusiastic students, whom they would enjoy teaching. I
found that keeping a list of everything that might make it onto my personal statement
(books that I read, talks that I attended, extra-curricular activities etc.) really handy,
because often it's really easy to forget about a book that you liked, or a school function you
helped organise in Year 12, for example, which then means you might struggle when
thinking of things to write later.
Finally, remember that 4000 characters really isn’t that much once you get down to it, and
it’s much better to know a few texts or areas in depth rather than too many not very well.
Some of my favourite shorter texts that I would recommend to students who are just getting
started with reading in another language are ‘Mondo et autres histoires’ by J.M.G. Le Clézio,
‘Le Spleen de Paris’ and ‘Les Fleurs du Mal’ by Baudelaire, and Maupassant’s ‘Contes
Fantastiques’. For Spanish, I enjoyed Como agua para chocolate’ by Laura Esquivel and
Lorca’s ‘Romancero gitano’. For films, I loved studying ‘El laberinto del fauno’ and, if you,
like me, are a fan of musicals, ‘Les Parapluies de Cherbourg’ is my favourite. I also recently
watched ‘Portrait de la jeune fille en feu’ on Amazon Prime and thought it was absolutely
stunning.

HOPE:

My biggest tip for including extra things in a personal statement is to pursue what you enjoy!
Forcing yourself to read every classic French novel won't be that helpful unless you enjoy it
and can have a good discussion about it at the interview. My German interview for
Cambridge was mostly me chatting about a German film (Das Leben der Anderen - highly
recommend) I had watched entirely by chance and enjoyed, and my interviewer liked it too
so we just talked about the characters. For help with learning French/ German (or about
France or Germany), my biggest recommendation would be keeping up with the news. You
never know when a topic might spark your interest or help add to your answers in A-level
exams, and you learn so much vocabulary in the process!
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INTERVIEWS
JENNIE:

Honestly, the advice that I always give is to try and relax as best as you can, and don't look
at it as an interview. At Oxford and Cambridge, the main method of teaching is by
tutorials/supervisions, and the interviews are designed to emulate this. I went into my first
few interviews viewing it as a kind of test or quiz from which the tutors would decide if I was
'clever enough' to study there. I think this attitude was really unhelpful and actually caused
me to stress more than necessary which negatively affected my performance. The reality is
that if you've got to this stage of the application process, you likely are 'clever enough' to
study at this level. However, this style of teaching isn't what best suits everyone, and so they
need to see how you cope in this kind of environment, and if you would benefit from this
kind of teaching. It's definitely no coincidence that my interview at Merton, where I was
accepted instead of at my original college, was the last that I completed, by which point I had
decided that I had 'failed' the test and that I knew already what the outcome would be, and
so was really relaxed and was just happy to go in and talk with the tutors just for the
experience. Although of course I don't recommend this kind of negative thinking, I think it
can be helpful to look at the interview just as a fun opportunity to talk to people who are
experts in what you're interested in, and not worry too much about the outcome, because if
you're rejected, it's most likely because the university isn't right for you at that specific time,
rather than because you aren't right for the university. Dr Matt Williams at Jesus College
often talks about this and gives loads of other really helpful advice, from the perspective of a
current Oxford tutor who, as a student, was rejected by both Oxford and Cambridge, on the
Jesus College Oxford YouTube channel. I also cannot recommend @mertonjcraccess on
Instagram highly enough for advice about a wide range of topics to do with applying to
Oxbridge.

HOPE:
I have helped out at a number of Cambridge open days and interview weeks, and I always
advise prospective applicants to treat their interview like a conversation. Interviewers have
no intention of catching you out or trying to determine what you don't know; they are there
to have a conversation that lets you really show off what you do know. Each interview is
different and trying to predict what will be asked or over prepare readings and answers to
questions is definitely useful to an extent, but not worth stressing over as these
conversational interviews can be fairly unpredictable. My other big tip is to not try and guess
how you did because everyone I know (including myself) that thinks they did terribly has
ended up getting an offer - there's really no way of guessing, so once it's done, try to forget
about it for a while and congratulate yourself for getting through it!
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